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Book Review: 'The End of Men' by Hanna Rosin
By Sheelah Kolhatkar
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On Aug. 29 2012, at the Republican National Convention in Tampa, a
protest broke out during vice presidential candidate Paul Ryan's speech.
Two women, one in her twenties, one a couple of decades older, stood up
in the stands and started shouting, "My body, my choice!" It was a brief
but intense moment straight out of a 1970s Take Back the Night rally. The
women were quickly drowned out by a baffling response from the crowd of
Republican delegates ─ chants of "USA! USA!" ─ and dragged out of the
stadium. One man snatched the protesters' pink banner away as they left
and tossed it triumphantly to his friend.
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It's a scene worth remembering as you read articles about the
"mancession" that is supposedly upon us. A female-dominated paradise ─
or even one in which every woman in the U.S. could have access to paid
maternity leave or a harassment-free workplace ─ still seems remote. One
of the two major political parties put forth a platform that would retract
rights women fought for decades ago. Representative Ryan is on record
opposing legislation in Congress to address the pay gap between women
and men, which still has women making substantially less money than
men. 19 , according to Hanna Rosin, the end of men is nigh.
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The title of Rosin's book provoked hysterical laughter among several men
who caught sight of it at a dinner party I attended several weeks ago.
Laugh all you want, Rosin might counter, evidence abounds of masculine
decline in all corners of life. An accomplished journalist and author, Rosin
first explored the idea in a deliberately provocative Atlantic cover story;
the argument seems designed to send pundits and Internet commenters
into a frenzy. From the many couples Rosin observed around the country
in which the husband is a deadbeat and the wife holds down a stable job,
to the flood of women into highly paid professions previously dominated
by men, to the growing number of companies in Silicon Valley that offer
flexible work arrangements for executives with children, Rosin believes
the changing economy favors women and the talents and skills they tend
to offer.
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It's been well documented that the most recent recession hit traditionally
male fields the hardest. The construction, manufacturing, and, for a time,
financial industries all shrank, leading ultimately to the loss of 7.5 million
jobs, three out of four of them held by men. Intractable long-term
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unemployment has left many households with upside-down gender roles:
the out-of-work husband sliding into despondency while the woman of the
house puts on her pantyhose and marches out the door every day to pay
the bills. Women now earn 60 percent of
bachelor's degrees, and most professions that are
predicted to grow during the next 10 years are
female-dominated, including nursing, accounting,
teaching, and child care. "What's valued in the
new service and information economy are social
intelligence, open communication, an ability to sit
still and focus long enough to get the necessary
credentials ─ all areas where women are at least
the equals of men, and in many ways excel,"
Rosin writes.
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These are all worthy and often fascinating observations, which Rosin
delves into deeply, if sometimes a tad earnestly. Yet in most of the areas
where it counts ─ where money and power are concentrated ─ men
continue to utterly dominate. Women occupy just under 17 percent of the
seats in Congress. Only 3.8 percent of Fortune 500 companies have
female chief executive officers, a figure that's barely moved in years.
Walking onto a Wall Street trading floor, where the truly big paydays are
made, one continues to wade into a sea of men.
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When Marissa Mayer, formerly of Google, was named CEO of Yahoo! in
July, for example, it was pointed out in Fortune and elsewhere that the
number of lady CEOs at the 500 largest companies had finally reached
20, a record. Since then, Mayer has had every email and hiring decision
picked over, including her announcement that she'll work during her
impending maternity leave. Some of her moves have also had unintended
consequences ─ her plans to bring in Apax Partners' Jacqueline Reses to
be Yahoo's new executive vice president of human resources and talent
acquisition leaves Reses's old field, private equity, practically devoid of
high-ranking women. It's a quandary worth pondering at the dozen or so
"diversity summits" Wall Street firms are sure to sponsor during the next
year.
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"There's nothing like being trounced year after year to make you
reconsider your options," Rosin writes of Calvin, one of the unemployed
boyfriends she meets, who's considering a degree in nursing. Fortunately
for the richly compensated men who fill boardrooms across America, they
face no such dilemma.
adapted from businessweek.com, 2012
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How does the author introduce the topic of this text in paragraph 1?
A by clarifying Sheelah Kolhatkar’s position in the struggle for social
and economic equality
B by discussing the Republican’s view on abortion
C by highlighting the protesters’ anger with Ryan’s speech at the
Republican National Convention
D by illustrating the difference between the 1970s and the current
political climate
E by presenting an example of women standing up for their rights
F by showing Hanna Rosin’s indignation at the way the female
protesters were treated
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Which of the following fits the gap in paragraph 2?
A Consequently
B In other words
C Obviously
D What’s more
E Yet
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Geef van elk van de volgende beweringen aan of deze wel of niet
overeenkomt met de inhoud van alinea 3 en 4.
1 Rosin’s research questions the effects of female emancipation on
men.
2 It is only to be expected that the men at Kolhatkar’s dinner party do
not take Rosin’s book seriously.
3 More and more women are supporting their partners financially.
4 Women’s representation in formerly male-dominated industries is
partly due to “mancession”.
Noteer het nummer van elke bewering, gevolgd door “wel” of “niet”.
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How does paragraph 5 relate to paragraph 4?
A It corroborates Rosin’s opinion.
B It nullifies Rosin’s conclusion.
C It puts Rosin’s findings into perspective.
D It questions the validity of Rosin’s research.
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“Fortunately for the richly compensated men who fill boardrooms across
America, they face no such dilemma.” (paragraph 7)
How can the tone of this remark be characterised?
A concerned
B matter of fact
C proud
D relieved
E sarcastic
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De alinea’s 1 tot en met 6 van deze tekst kunnen elk aan één van de
onderstaande functies gekoppeld worden.
Geef voor de alinea’s 1 tot en met 6 aan welke functie erbij past.
Noteer het nummer van de alinea, gevolgd door de bijbehorende letter.
Let op: er blijven twee functies over.
a anecdote and scene setting
b detailed information on the main topic
c general background information and introduction of the main topic
d information on how the author collected her data
e objection to the main thesis
f recommendations for further research
g relevant example to the main topic
h support for and reception of main thesis
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